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Yet another year has gone by and looking backward at the seemingly dwindling Covid pandemic
and its realities, we can already, out of the corner of our eye see the Ukraine invasion and even
more disturbing economic facts and severe loss of life, and in very many cases those of ordinary
families and their future legacy.
We have decided to drink more wine, for trying to make sense of this highly confusing world
is impossible for now.
At this time of writing last year, I wrote about the final piece of the ROTSVAS property to be
planted by a vineyard of the name SONVANG, and that has since happened, and the vineyard
was established perfectly; we had good rains throughout the early part of Spring that helped
much with the root development of these young vines.

We were just about done with the vineyard layout of SONVANG by the end of March when
we were offered 20ha of the neighbouring farms, an infrequent opportunity, and we went for
it. Included in the purchase of the adjacent 20 ha were two Chenin Blanc old vine plots, of
which the one is named ANTENNA and the other ROTSBANK. Both are 35 years of age and
in excellent standing. We took over the care of the vineyards on the 1st of April 2021 and have
just finished our first harvest, and it is looking very promising.
The incredible reality is that the sections we bought had better sites than even our older ones
so we will develop them over time. The properties have now been consolidated, and the total
hectares for the ROTSVAS farm now stand at 36,30 ha.

New vineyard addition to Rotsvas farm – Old vine Chenin Blanc.
The immediate plan was to improve these vineyards, and the first phase was an extensive
program to get organic material and compost introduced and a solid cover crop. We opted for
lupines with some mustard seeds. The main objective was to improve the nitrogen status of the
soil. We also started to pack strawbales under the vines to have greater preserve of soil moisture
into summer, suppress the growth of weeds (undesirable plants), and in time the straw will break
down and contribute to the organic status and the buildup of carbon in the soil.
The vines responded exceptionally well, and the ROTSBANK vineyard, situated on the most
challenging soil and structural base, proved to yield the best fruit in this first vintage. We
will however observe these old vine parcels well, and we have now taken more extensive soil
samples and have mapped the soils very well, and will start to track the progress in the soils.
The purchase also meant that we had to enlarge our team, and we bought more tractors, spray
pumps and general gear. We were planning to do an extension to the cellar but those plans, for
now, will be delayed for the vineyards always comes first.
The process led us to acquire one of the first-ever South African cabin tractors for vineyards
and small orchards. The reality is we are proudly South African, and it was a bold but right step
to take. We bought two tractors and we are part of the development and in time, these tractors
will improve, but we are already very pleased with the Breda’s performance.

We also decided to restore the old building that is the home of the Columella wine. The
building’s oldest deeds stretch back to 1846 and the roof was at its end, and also the one wall
of the building was starting to fall over or at least started to copy the leaning tower of Pisa. We
removed the old delapidated roof, constructed a tie beam, and erected a new roof. After that,
we just renovated the entire building without losing its history and soul.

At the same time, we improved the
insulation and the entire climate control of
the cellar, so we are optimistic that we can
now even age the Columella wine slower.
In turn, it will mean the wine will yet
require more ageing in bottle. J
Once we completed the renovation, it
served as a catalyst for carrying on and
in the subsequent months, we repainted
and refurbished all of the cellar buildings
and woodwork on the property, and what
started as a small project escalated into one
major operation.
But it is a l l set and done now, and a
g reat feel ing.

The West Coast project at Bottelfontein
farm came to fruition after many years
of input. The project was a massive
endeavor and truthfully, there were
even times when we thought maybe we
had pushed it too far this time.
But Kobus Brand and his team were a
significant ingredient of the success.
We picked the first fruit this year on the
7th of February, and it was just such a
reward to see the first juice go to cask.
The in it ia l ind icat ions are most
prom ising.

Eben & Kobus

The main reason for the West Coast Project at Bottelfontein was mainly because of the lime
deposits in the soil that promised minerality and salty linear qualities to the wine. The inf luence
of the St. Helena Bay fog and wind of the Atlantic Ocean is also a considerable effect and a
possible avenue for us to secure more excellent acidity in our wines in the future. For example,
the average temperatures are much lower than in Malmesbury, for that matter.

Bottelfontein

This year’s release follows 2021 being one of our strongest releases ever! And it is always going
to be a hard act to follow in a year where seemingly nothing was less than ideal!
However, we strongly feel that the wines of this 2022 release resemble a coming of age for all
of our practices and handlings. We have made many changes and investments, particularly over
the past eight years, and the magnitude of work and intellectual input into the vineyards has
been staggering.
Sometimes one looks back and fails to see where all the energy and the means came from with
the wonder can it persist into the future. We are convinced that by keeping one busy with the
excellent task at hand, the energy is gained from merely seeing the result.

We are incredibly proud of this year’s
release. Both the Columella and
Palladius have reached a stable level
of ref inement.
The Old Vine Series has become
more excellent ambassadors of the
various districts they come from, and
the individual sites have now f irm ly
forged their identities.
Other than that, we want to welcome
the latest family member in the likes
of LOKI; he was bread by the A A
BA DENHORST family and is the
newest child of our trusted winemaker
Paul Jordaan.
At this young age, he already has
developed an acquired taste...

I want to thank everyone for their continued support and for helping us to see our vision into
liquid reality. Much care goes into every aspect we undertake, and we cannot do any of this
without you and your financial commitment to our wines and the daily inputs we receive.
Enjoy this very special release.

SIGNATUR E SER IES
2020 VINTAGE

2020
The 2020 Columella is the 21st bottling, and in many ways, we feel the wine has grown into
its own personality, for annually the wine does change in varietal composition. Columella is a
blend of its vineyards and not a blend of a given thought pattern by the winemaker. The fruit
of the various sites is now perfectly knit together.
The 2020 Columella displays significantly lifted bright red crushed fruit that follows through to
some darker blueberry aromas. On the palate, the wine is extremely finely knitted together and
the tannin is almost seamless and the wine finishes powder dry with even more refined tannins
in the aftertaste. The acidity is like a tightrope that threads through the wine from beginning
to end and is mostly the workings of the Carignan and Mourvèdre in the blend. As always, it is
suggested to age this wine for a minimum of 8 years.

2020
The 2020 Palladius displays for the first time in many years a cordial lime, citrus and zesty
entry point on the aromas that follow through and then develop into mineral/salty qualities
that spill over into some secondary white stone fruit aromas. For the first time, these stone
fruit aromas made their appearance in the 2019 bottling. The wine has a firmly textured
structure, the tannin is exceptionally compact, and the volume seems to be suspended in its
weight. The colour of this 2020 Palladius is maybe the most striking in that it is perhaps the
brightest and freshest it has been in years, especially for a wine that has been in a 24-month
aging cycle in concrete, amphora and cask.
As always, it is suggested to age this wine for a minimum of 4-6 years.

OUWINGERDREEKS
2021 VINTAGE

2021
With the Soldaat 2021 we opted again to open up the leaves around the overtly shaded
bunches as the lack of direct sunlight on the bunches historically contributed to a volume of
greener vegetal characteristics in the past. This 2021 Soldaat has one of the brightest and most
transparent colours to date; the same freshness suggested by the colour carries through to
the wine by displaying crushed pomegranate and cherry f lavours. The tannin is much more
grippy than expected, and this very dense texture suggests that the wine will need some aging
before drinking. We’ll be tempted to open the wine on arrival, but this wine stands to benefit
much from 4 – 6 years in bottle.

2021
The 2021 Pofadder opens up with much darker and deep earthy aromas, and in many ways
the wine shouts terroir and soil. The deep red aromas and spicy notes only develop later in the
smell and then it quickly migrates into darker deep red fruit. The aromas are incredibly clean
and bright and it is almost as if this layer of earth is sitting the very fresh strawberry fruit. This
wine will undoubtedly benefit from aging, but it will be a struggle!

2021
Historically we have referenced that Tinta Barocca might be the most significant red variety of
the historical plantings to transport the terroir and typicity of a site to bottle.
This 2021 Treinspoor displays some spicy, mineral, earthy aromas that transverse to deeper
graphite, slate and shades of blackcurrant. The wine’s volume of tannins and textures is a
trademark of this site, and this 2021 is just a classic wine.
Tinta Barocca has a big temperament and needs big temperament - ownership.

2021
The 2021 Skerpioen follows the salt trail on the West Coast. The usual ver y saline
mineral qualities and hints of honey blossom carr y through into gripping chalky tannins
and f irm acidity. This 2021 bottling carries much of its aromatic prof ile onto the palate.
This Skerpioen is one of our most linear bottlings ever, and the wine cuts like a Sushi
knife! The Skerpioen is arguably our white wine that is the most assessable in any
vintage at an early stage.

OLD VINE SERIES
2021 VINTAGE

2021
This 2021 vintage of Skurf berg displays radiant bright stone fruit with fresh peach skin and
Granny Smith apple and guava aromas. It is again a great compact and viscus expression of
Chenin Blanc and the mineral expression, power and depth are very much the same notions
it has been over the past three vintages. The tannins are smooth, and the acidity is perfectly
nestled between the fruit and the tannin.
Please give this wine the time in the bottle; it is good for the time………

2021
The 2021 Kokerboom displays ginger and cordial lime entry on the palate; the secondary
aromas are more the classic lanolin waxy aromas associated with Semillon. However,
this vintage is very fresh, and the same Granny Smith, greener apple aromas found in the
Skurf berg, are to be found in this wine. The power is at the very end of this wine.
The compact tannins and acidity take this wine to infinity and beyond…………..
We produced very little, so please share with friends.

2021
The 2021 Voetpad, with its significant percentage of Semillon in the field blend, displays the
wet wool, lanolin and waxy aromas associated with the variety. Followed by the Palomino’s
portion of straw-haybale characteristics that carry into the ripe apricot Chenin aromas, it makes
for a very complex wine this year. The tannins are as firm and solid as only this vineyard can
express; few white wines anywhere have this texture volume.
Hide away!

2021
The 2021 Mev. Kirsten displays fresh fruit aromas that migrate into riper apricot and slightly
tropical notes; however, the bulk of the wine’s aromatics lean on the fresh and bright aspects of
the fruit. The aromas are very soft-spoken, and the wine is still just settling into the bottle. The
tannins are incredibly refined, and the wine’s weight seems suspended; there is every suggestion
that it will become a very classical vintage for this vineyard. Tasted over four days and the slow
development and move of the aromas suggest that this wine is genuinely in need of a dark cellar
for a long time.
Decantation helps but can never replace the actual effect of time.

